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Bec;euse of an in £n1xational monetary crisis in 1973,
major indxtzi.al -:,antrla changed from fixed to floating
exchnaqo rates fom their currencies. The floating rates have
caused problems for the Department of Defense (DOD) in managing
prograas financed with foreign currencies because the long
leadtioe between budget preparation and execution results in
expenditures of foreign currencies at different exchange rates
from those budgeted, lindings/Conclusions: If expenditures are
made at less favorable exchange rates than those budgeted, DOD
must either seek supplemental appropriations and reprograeming
authority or absorb the increased costs. This causes delays and
uncertainty in carrying out programs. If not enough funds are
obtained in this way, -eductions in approved programE must be
made. Gains attained from favorable exchange rate fluctuations
enable DOD to either offset unbudgeted costs or to finance
unfunded requirements. in alternative funding method which would
eliminate exchange rate gains and losses from the DOD budgetary
process would insure that DOD does not supplement its
appropriations through gains derived from favorable currency
exchange rate fluctuations or suffer from losses.
Uecommendations: The Secretary of Defense should seek
legislative authority to initiate an alternative funding method
to eliminate exchange zate gains and losses from the DOD
budgetary process, Such legislation should require the Secretary
of Defense to provide the Congress with an annual accounting of
exchange rate transactions by country. (Author/SC)
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Better Program Management
Through Eliminating
Exchange Rate Gains And Losses
From DOD Budget Process
It would be desirable to provide for an alter-
native funding method to eliminate from the
budgeta-y process exchange rate losses that
are not predictable and that have adversely
affected DOD programs. This would dlso
ensure that DOD does not supplement its
appropriations through gains derived from
favorable currency exchange -ate fluctuations.

Authorizing legislation would be needed to
establish an appropriation available to fund
r.-t exchange rate losses. Gains would be
deposited it, miscellaneous receipts. Such
legislation should require that the Secretary
of Detense provide the Congress with an
annual accounting of exchange rate trans-
actions by country.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATIS

WASHINGTON. D.C. tOu"

B-133102

The Honorable Les Aspin
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Aspin:

In response to your letter of August 22, 1977, and

subsequent agreement with your office, we reviewed the
management of foreign currency conversions for Department

of Defense programs, particularly Army and Air Force opera-

tions and maintenance and military family housing programs

in West Germany and the Tlnited Kingdom. (See app. I.)

Because of an international monetary crisis in 1973,

major irdustrial countries changed from fixed to floating

exchange rates for their currencies. The floating rates

have caused problems for the Department of Defense in

managing programs financed with foreign currencies, be-

cause the long leadtime between budget preparation and
execution results in expenditures of foreign currencies
-e different exchange rates from those budgeted.

If expencitures are made at less favorable rates than

those budgeted, the Department must either seek supplemental
appropriations and reprograming authority or absorb the in-

creased costs. This causes delays and uncertainty in carry-

ing out programs. If not enough funds are obtained this way,

reductions in approved programs must be made. Gains attained

from favorable exchange rate fluctuations enable the Depart-

ment of Defense to either offset unbudgeted costs or t)

finance unfunded requirements.

In January 1978 the Department of Defense requested

a supplemental appropriation of $187 million to meet in-

creased operations and maintenance costs for fiscal year
1978 due to currency fluctuations. Of this amount,
$111 million was for increased Army costs in West Germany

due to the decline in value of the dollar in relation to

the German mark. In its fiscal year 1978 budget request to

the Congress, the Army used an exchange rate of 2.50 marks

to t'e dollar, whereas late in calendar year 1977 the ex-

change rate had dropped to 2.24 marks to the dollar. The

dollar has continued to decline in value against the mark

and, at March 22, 1978, had dropped to 2.04 marks to the

dollar. No final action had been taken on the supple-

mental appropriation request as of March 31, 1978.
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We believe it would be desirable to provide for an
alternative funding method to eliminate from the budgetary
process exchange rate losses that are not predictable and
that have adversely affected Defense programs. (See apps.
II and III.) This would also insure that the Department of
Defense does not supplement its appropriations through gains
derived from favorable currency exchange rate fluctuations.
Authorizing legislation would be needed to establish a
permanent indefinite appropriation available to fun. the
Department of Defense's net exchange rate less. A gain
would be deposited in miscellaneous receipts.

We recommend that the Secretary cf Defense seek legis-
lative authority to initiate an alternative funding method
.o eliminate exchange rate gains and losses from the Da-
partment of Defense budgetary process. Such legislation
should require that the Secretary of Defense provide the
Congress with an annual accounting of exchawie rate
transactions by country.

In informal discussions with Defense and Treasury
officials no major problems reqarding accounting for De-
fense gains and losses were indicated. Defense officials
supported the concept of eliminating jains and losses from
the budgetary.process. Treasury and Office of Management
and Budget officials were concerned about the departure
from the usual supplemental appropriation process. We be--
lieve the primary issue is whether Defense's congressional
oversight committees desire to provide for a budgetary pro-
cedure to avoid two effects of the floating exchange rates--
gains permitting Defense to supplement its appropriations
and losses which have adversely affected its overseas pro-
grams. From an international monetary standpoint the proce-
dure we are recommending suggests neither that the dollar
will rise nor that it will fall in relation to other cur-
rencies.

As requested by your office, we did not obtain formal
comments from the Secretaries of Defense and the Treasury,
but we did discuss the results of our work with agency
officials and considered their comments.

As requested by your office, this report will not
be released for 10 days from the date of publication.
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!However, as agreed, we are providing copies today to the cog-
nizant legislative and appropriation committees for their
use.

Since yyour 

Co ptroller General
of the United States
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

CONTROLS OVER

FOREIGN CURRENCY CONVERSIONS

BACKGROUND

The Department of Defense uses foreign currencies to
pay for salaries of foreign nationals, contractual services,
rents, supplies and equipment, and travel. These expendi-
tures are financed primarily from operations and maintenance
and military family housing appropriatiors. These Army and
Air Force appropriations for fiscal year 1977 are shown
below.

Appropriation Army Air Force

------ (millions)------

operations and
maintenance $8,115.7 $8,284.3

Military family
housing 489.7 368.1

Total $8,605.4 $8,652.4

Although foreign currency expenditures represent only
a small percentage of total operations and maintenance and
military family housing costs, they involve a large portion
of Defense's overseas expenditures.

The floating exchange rates have caused problems
for junior enlisted soldiers and airmen assigned in West
Germany. The decline in the value of the dollar against
the German mark has resulted in higher living costs, espec-
ially for those enlistees and their families who are not
quartered in military housing. According to Army and Air
Force officials the morale and job performance of these
enlisted personnel have been adversely affected by the
dollar's loss of purchasing power in West Germlany.

Purchase of German marks
and British pounds

The Army and Air Force purchase German marks from the
Bundesbank, the central bank of West Germany, through the
American Express Company in Frankfurt. The Blndesbank
determines its average buy/sell rate for the mark each day
at 1 p.m., and the Army and Air Force have until 11 a.m.
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the next day to buy at that rate. Generally, marks are
purchased to meet the needs for 5 days or less.

British pounds are purchased i r the Air Force by the
State Department's Regional Finance Center in. Paris. Each
morning that pounds are to be purchased, the Finance Center
usually telephones four to six banks In European cities,
such as Frankfurt, Geneva, London, Zurich, and Paris, to
determine the most favorable rate. The Reuters market in-
formation service, which provides current information on an
electronic screen about exchange rates quoted by various
banks is used as a guide in evaluating quotes. Two or
three of the Finance Center's employees place the calls, so
the entire procedure takes only a few minutes. A verbal
agreement is made wi:h the bank offering the best :ate, and
a confirming cable i3 sent by noon of the same day.

The Army purcha3es pounds through the Regional Finance
Ce ler in Paris or through direct solicitation of the
ma ket.

ARMY

The U.S. Army, Europe, has a large amount of foreign
currency expenditures. In fiscal year 1977, its operations
and maintenance program totaled $1.3 billion; $940 million
(72.3 percent) of this was paid in foreign currencies, as
shown below.

(millions)

Foreign nationals' salaries $590.3
Contracts 171.1
Rents 82.7
Supplies and equipment 64.9
Temporary duty transportation 31.0

Total $940.0

About 95 percent of the European command's foreign cur-
rency expenditures were in German marks. Other foreign
currencies in which expenditures were made include British
pounds, Italian lira, Belgian and French francs, Dutch
guilders, and Greek drachmas.

In fiscal year 1977, the command had a $69.7 million
net shortage in operations and maintenance funds due to
unfavorable currency exchange rate fluctuations, primarily
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because the dollar declined in value against the German mark.
The Army had budget.'d for mark expenditures at the ratc ,,f
2.56 marks to the dollar, but the average conversion rate
was 2.37 marks to the dollar.

Of the $69.7 million shortage, after considering all
exchange gains and losses, $49.8 imillion was offset oy a
$23.7 million supplemental appropriation and $26.1 million
in reprograming authority. The Europeant Command was re-
quired to absorb the $19.9 rillion difference by reducing
approved programs.

There was an $887,000 gain from favorable dollar ex-
change rate fluctuations with thb British pound. Of this
amount, $852,060 was withdrawn from the United Kingdom to
fund priority projects in We=t Germany, and $35,000 was
retained in the United Kingdom for application against th3
unfunded portion of the civilian pay raise.

The command said that during the second half of fiscal
year 1977 uncertainty over the funding of currency exchange
rate shortages caused it to cancel some training and to make
adjustments in other training programs, thus slowing the
improvement of ccmbat readiness. It also delayed upgrading
ammunition facilities, purchasing chemical defensive equip-
ment, and completing maintenance and repair projects. ArnYv
officials said that these actions and numerous adjustments
the Army was required to make in dealing with the funding
shortage affected the orderly execution of the fiscal year
1977 operations and maintenance program.

The Army estimated that there would be a $111.8 mil-
lion shortage in operations and maintenance funds for
Europe in fiscal year 1978--4111.2 million due to a fur-
ther decline in the value of the dollar against the German
mark. In its fiscal year 1978 budget, the Army contem-
plated an exchange rate of 2.50 marks to the dollar;
whereas, when the shortage was estimated late in calendar
year 1977, the rate had dropped to 2.24 marks to the dol-
lar. Army officials were concerned that the dollar would
continue to decline in value against the mark, and if it
averaged 2.10 marks to the dollar during the year, t.
shortfall in Europe would increase to an estimated $156.9
million. As of March 22, 1978, the exchange rate was 2.04
marks to the dollar.

In fiscal year 1977, the U.S. Army, Europe, had an
approved fau,.ly housing program costing $232.6 million,
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$186.1 million of which was spent in foreign currencies. In
1977, the command had a gain of $1.2 million due to favorable
exchange rate fluctuations. There was a gain primarily be-
cause the Army budgeted for family housing at the rate of
2.35 marks to the dollar rather than 2.56 marks to the dollar,
as was budgeted for operations and maintenance expenditures.
The average conversion rate was 2.37 marks to the dollar.

A $25 million loss was projected for fiscal year 1978
for the family housing program if the exchange rate averaged
during the year, 2.10 marKs to the dollar.

AIR FORCE

The U.S. Air Force, Europe (USAFE), also has a large
amount of foreign currency costs. In fiscal year 1977, its
approved operations and maintenance program totaled $417.2
million; $190.2 million of this was paid in toreign cur-
rencies.

As shown below, USAFE had a $3.8 million net gain in
operations and maintenance funds in fiscal year 1977 due to
favorable exchange rates. Galns in the United Kingdom and
four other countries more than offset losses experienced
in Germany and the Netherlands.

Exchange rate
Country Expenditures gain or loss (-)

----------- (millions) --

Germany $101.3 $-11.1
United Kingdom 48.9 7.5
Spain 19.3 4.3
Ita2y 7.4 1.7
Turkey 7.2 1.2
Greece 4.8 0.3
Netherlands 1.3 -0.1

Total $190.2 $ 3.8

USAFE officials said that the net gain was used to
absorb inflation and so finance unfunded require;lents.
They stated that USAFE had a backlog of needed projects
costing $60 million for which funds were not available.

USAFE officials said that, at the midyear review,
$4.9 million of the $7.5 million gain in the United
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Kingdom was transferred to bases in West Germany to meet
critical requirements. The remaining $2.6 million was spentin the United Kingdom on valid requirements, but there werestill unfunded United Kingdom requirements at the yearend.

We were told by USAFE officials that $1.2 million ofthe gain in Spain was transferred to Turkey to help pay
for a wage increase for Turkish national employees.

As of December 30, 1977, USAFE estimated that in fis-
cal year 1978 it would have a shortage of $12.9 million inoperations and maintenance funds because of exchange rate
fluctuations. Due to the British pound's recent increase
in value against the dollar, $5.2 million of this shortageis projected for the United Kingdom.

Tn fiscal year 1977, foreign currency expenditures
for family housing in West Germany were $26.3 million andin the United Kingdom were $10.6 million, a total of $36.9
million. There was a gain of $1.6 million in the United
Kingdom, and a loss of $1.5 million in West Germany, due
to fluctuating r:xchange rates, for a net gain of $71,000.

In fiscal year 1977, the Air Force financed operations
and maintelnance and family housing programs in the UnitedKingdom and West Germany at more favorable currency exchange
rates than rates used in the budget submitted to the Con-
gress. Operations and maintenance expenditures were budgetedat the rate of $2.32 to the British pound and $0.406 to theCarman mark. However, the Air Force later financed USAFEprograms in the United Kingdom and West Germany at rates
of $2.05 to the pound and '0.385 to the mark. There werecomparable differences in budgeted and financed rates forfamily housing programs.

The Air Force estimated that, as a result of financing
these programs in the United Kingdom and West Germany atmore favorable rates than those budgeted, an additional
$8.3 million was available to finance requirements outside
of USAFE.

We estimated that an additional $1.8 million wasavailable to the Air Force in fiscal year 1977 due to dif-ferences between budgeted and financed rates for family
housing programs.
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1978 SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION

In January 1978, the Department of Defense requested
a supplemental appropriation of $187 million to meet in-
creased operations and maintenance costs in fiscal year
1978 due to foreign currency fluctuations, including
$128 million for increased Army costs and $22.6 million for
increased Air Force costs. Below is a breakdown of these
costs by country.

Country AM Air Force

------- (000 omitted)-------

West Germany $111,212 $ 7,925
Japan 16,248 17,736
Yetherlandn 391 93
United Kingdom 369 1,424
France 359 -
Italy -547 -163
Greece - 353
Spain - -3,618
Philippines - 132
Portugal - -814
Turkey - -492

Total $128,032 $22 576

We estimated that the Air Force had a gain of $2.4 mil-
lion in operations and maintenance funds in fiscal year 1977
because the U.S. dollar increased in value against the
Canadian dollar. A projected Canadian dollar gain or loss
for fiscal year 1978 was not considered in Defense's request
for the supplemental appropriation. The Air Force said that
this was due to an oversight. We believe that Defense should
consider gains and losses for all countries in support of
its request for supplemental appropriationc.

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING METHOD

We believe that the present method of seeking supple-
mental appropriations and reprograming authority is not
timely and that it affects the orderly implementation of
approved programs. The fiscal year 1977 supplemental appro-
priation was submitted to the Congress in late January
1977 and was not approved until May 41 the 1977 reprogram-
ing request was submitted on July 11, 1977, and was not
approved until September 29.
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It would be desirable to provide for an alternative
funding method to eliminate from the budgetary process
exchange rate losses that are not predictable and have
adversely affected Defense programs. This would also
insure that the Department of Defense doeo not supplement
its appropriations through gains derived from floating
currency exchange rates.

Under this approach Treasury would disburse furds
from a permanent appropriation as needed to cover Defense's
exchange rate losses and would collect exchange rate gains
from Defense. The gains and losses for all foreign currency
transactions would be measured on the basis of differences
between exchange rates considered in the budgets submitted
and those at which expenditures are made.

Authorizing legislation would be needed to establish a
permanent intdefinite appropriation available to fund Defense's
net exchange rate losses. A gain would be deposited in mis-
cellaneous receipts.

Under this method Defense should determine the currency
exchange rates used by all its services in preparing their
annual budgets. If the present procedure of each service
determining its own exchange rates is continued, there could
be an incentive for the services to use unrealistic rates
knowing that funding shortages will be made up under the
new funding method. Moreover, establishment of uniform ex-
change rates would 'eliminate inconsistencies in rates used
for similar programs by the services and for different pro-
grams within the same service.

For example, in fiscal year 1977 the Army budgeted for
English pound operations and maintenance and family housing
costs at the rate of $2 to the pound, whereas the Air Force
budgeted for these costs at the rate of $2.32 to the pound.
Also, in fiscal year 1977 the Army budgeted for operations
and maintenance costs at the rate of 2.56 German marks to
the dolla and for family housing costs at the rate of 2c35
marks to the dollar.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense seek legis-
lative authority to initiate an alternative funding method
to eliminate exchange rate gains and losses from the De-
partment of Defense's budgetary process. Such legislation
should require that the Secretary of Defense provide the Con-
gress with an annual accounting of exchange rate transactions

7
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by country. The Department of Defense would continue to
be responsible to its oversight committees for justifying
program expenditures covered by the foreign currency trans-
actions.

In informal discussions with Department of Defense and
Treasury officials no major problems regarding accounting
for Department of Defense gains and losses were indicated.
Department of Defense officials supporte' the concept of
eliminating gains and losses from the budgetary process.
Treasury and Office of Management and Budget officials were
concerned as to the departure from the usual supplemental
appropriation process. We believe the primary issue is
whether Department of Defense congressional oversight com-
mittees desire to provide for a budgetary procedure to avoid
two effects of the floating exchange retest gains permitting
Departmert of Defense to supplement its appropriations and
losses which have adversely affected its overseas programs.
From an international monetary standpoint the procedure we
are recommending suggests neither that the dollar will rise
nor that it will fall in relation to other currencies.
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PROPOSED APPROPRIATION FOR

COST TO MILITARY SERVICES OF

EXCHANGE RATE FLUCTUATIONS

There are appropriated, out of any monies in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as hereafter
may be necessary during any fiscal year to maintain foreign
currency equivalency at levels equal to the rate of exchange
used in preparing budget submissions, but this appropriation
shall be available only to tl.e extent that the inability to
maintain foreign currency equivalency is a direct result of
downward fluctuations in United States currency exchange
rates. To the extent to which foreign currency equivalency
is exceeded as the direct result of upward fluctuations in
United States currency exchange rates over the rates used
in preparing budget submissions, the excess shall be de-
posited in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. The
Secretary of Defense shall report to the Committees on
Appropriations, for each fiscal year, all expenditures from
this appropriation and all deposits in the Treasury pursuant
to this provision.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO PROPOSED APPROPRIATION FOR COST

TO MILITARY SERVICES OF EXCHANGE RATE FLUCTUATIONS

1. The language of this proposal is patterned generally
on 31 U.S.C. S724a (permanent indefinite appropriation for
payment of judgments and compromise settlements) and 31 U.S.C.
S711 (permanent indefinite appropriations for a variety of
purposes).

2. The language, "upward and downward fluctuations in
foreipil currency exchange rates," derives from 22 U.S.C.
S2877, a provision which accomplishes a similar purpose
for the Board for International Broadcasting.
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COMPARISON OF U.S. DOLLARS WITH FOREIGN CURRENCIES
SEPTEMBER 30, 1975 TO FEBRUARY 23, 1978

MARKI TO 
DOLLARS TOTHE DOLLAR 
THE MARK2.80

U.S. DOLLAR TO GERMAN MARK

2.70_

2.6
$.3762.62

2.60 _ 
2.574

.3f0

.304

2.450 ~~2 430~~~~~~ ~.44
A10

2.40. 2.39
.419

.423

.42e_

2.30 
.433-

2.22

2.10

2.00
9-30 12.31 3.31 6.30 9-30 12-31 3-31 6-30 9-30 12.31 2-23

FY 76 FY 77 FY 78
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POUNDS TO DOLLARS TOTHE DOLLAR THE POUND
.60

/ _-_ _ .61 .661 1.w8
1.72.

/. -wi1.751

/.622 \ 1.78

U.S. DOLLAR TO ENGLISH POUND 2.02
.4 4779Y7

.4 I , I I I i I I 
9J-0 1241 3.31 6.30 040 12-31 J41 640 0- 10 241 2-23

FY 76 FY 77 FY 78
CANADIAN DOLLARS U.S. EOLLARS TO

TO US. DOLLARS CANADIAN DOLLAR
1.15

U.S. DOLLAR TO CANADIAN DOLLAR
1.115

1.1 1.10 '

1.08

1.0 54

.0261.
1.016 .e~_

1.027-

1.032_
.969

9-30 12.31 3231 4i0 9.31 1241 3-1 60 30 123 223
FY 76 FY 77 FY 78
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THE DOLLAR 
DOLLARS TO~~~~~~~~THI~ DOL. LAR ~THE YIN

30B. U.S. DOLLAR TO JAPANESE YEN

30OW.7300 . .00333
.00336

.00341

,00347

230

0373
21, -

230 

0.3 12.31 3$41 6-30 '640 12431 3-31 6-30 00 12-31 223
FY 76 FY 77 FY78

( 4 8 5 2 4 )j
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